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secrecy Life
'pic of a M

OperaHon Unparalleled for Fear, Rumor 
and Doubt; Many Marine Records Set

Secret details of the dramatic search in the hlediter- 
lianean Sea for America's iost hydrogen bomb are dis- 
I closed in. this article. The information was gathered 
(from sources in Florida and Washington.

BY WAYNE THOMIS
Exclusive to The Times from the Chicago Tribunt

WASHINGTON — The 
full-inside story of the 80- 

. day salvage operation re
sulting in raising the Unit
ed States' lest hydrogen 
bomb from murky Me
diterranean. waters off Pa- 
lomares, Spain, has , just 

' been cleared of security 
restrictions. It is a sea epic 
of which Americans justly 
may be proud.

The affair is unparal
leled. It was a drama of 
the nuclear age. And the 
successful sea hunt which 
finally dropped the cur
tain on an enormous effort 
by a large force of brave 
men probably advanced 
deep salt water science by 
years. In addition, it esta
blished a series of marine 
records. ’ '.

Never before had men 
and machines dived and 
worked continuously and 
repeatedly at the depths 
required in this program. 
Never before had any
thing close to the 16,000- 
ppund weight of'valuFof 
the lost/atomic: weapon 
been fished safely back to 
the surface from compara-' 
ble depths.

Fear, Rumor, Doubt
Never has any search 

been so fraught with fear, 
speculation, rumor and 
doubt. All'Western. Eu
rope watched with bated 
breath despite official as
surances-that the fusion 
device had not had its trig
ger' set and therefore 
would not explode.

■ The Soviet world, well 
informed by Communist 
propaganda, watched, rea
dy to sneer, if the bomb 
proved to be beyond re
covery. And there was al
ways the implication that 
the Russians would pick 
up the recovery task if the 
United States withdrew.

Necessarily the Navy 
and Department of De
fense withheld almost all 
information concerning 
the work while it was in 
progress. It constituted the 
most intensive trial.in.sea 

. history and pointed the 
way to broad, early spread 
of ocean penetration re
search elsewhere in the 
world. -,

'Completely Brilliant'
. Rear Adm. William S. 

Guest, who commanded 
.Task Force 65, the recove
ry unit, said the .work per
formed by his men and by . 
three groups of civilian 
ocean research submer
gence organizations was. 
"extremely dedicated, 
completely brilliant.''

"We learned more in this 
brief affair about deep wa
ter operations than from 
anything that had taken 
place before," he said.

Events which precipitat
ed the sea search occurred 
the morning of Jan. 17, 
1966, when a Strategic Air 
Command B-52, refueling 
at 37,000 feet, collided with 
its KC-135- tanker. Both 
planes were lost. The bom- 
ber, with four, hydrogen

weapons aboard, dribbled 
its cargo into the sea,' 
along the shore, and for 2 
to 3 miles inland.

Within a day three of 
the bombs were found, on- 

■ ly one partly smashed so 
that some of its nuclear 
warhead was spilled on 
soil, spreading light but 
definable radiation conta
mination. The earth was 
swiftly bulldozed into 
piles, dumped Into cannis- 
ters and flown back to the 
United States for analysis 
and burial. Word of the in
cident swiftly spread 
across Spain.

Efforts to suppress the 
story continued for a 
week, until American and 
Spanish authorities were 
convinced that the fourth 

. bomb had "in all probabili
ty" fallen into the sea.. 
This belief was supported 
by stories of witnesses 
who told of seeing "huge 
parachutes" drifting down 
into the water immediate
ly after debris rained 
around them. Also, fisher
men pulled up parts of the 
two planes from off the Pa- 
lomares beaches.

Navy Called In
At this point, Jan. 23, 

the Navy was called. into 
action, and Adm. Guest 
was ordered to take 
charge of the recovery 
program. Ships of the 6th 
Fleet in the Mediter
ranean were placed at his 
disposal.

"In Washington they 
got together all the scien
tists and made a list of 
equipment and men who ( 
possibly could assist me," 
Adm. Guest said later. 
"My first job, however, 
was to pick up the bench
marks of the operation, 
which we did as soon as 
we were on station."

Pinpointing the place of 
collision was very hard, 
complicated by the fact 
that all parts of both 

-planes fell through a . jet 
stream with-a velocity of

more than 100 miles an 
hour blowing at 30,000 
feet. By the time the Navy 
was ready to work, two 
areas of "high probability” 
had been plotted. One was 

- a rectangle 2 miles wide- 
by 24 miles long which lay 

. southwest by northeast 
and across the Spanish 
coast from the sea inland.

Second Area Smaller 
. The other , was some,- 
what smaller and lay 5 to 
6M miles- off the •' coast. 
This one" was ".outlined 
around statements of fish
ermen. One,'Francisco Si- 
mon-Ortiz, ,had taken beari-' 
ings on shore hills when 
he saw what he believed 
to be a huge parachute fall 
into the water. These bear
ings, like all taken at sea, 
were somewhat loose, and 
to allow for errors, the Sl- 
mon-Ortiz fix, was. turned 
into a S^-square-mile cir
cle, Adm. Guest said/- ' A 

_ Every research subma
rine available "was offered 
to the admiral. He' asked 
for Alvin,-the -Woods Hole 
Oceanographic 'Institution 
vessel from-Cape Cod; for 
the Perry Cubmarine, a ti
ny two-man-, vessel from 
Florida, where it is under 
contract to-Ocean Systems, 
Inc., and for the Reynolds 
International 'Aliminaut, 
developed by Louis -Rey
nolds of the- aluminum 
company which he heads.

Alvin, a 22-fbot all-elec
tric submersible . which 
had just finished test dives 
to 6,000 feet below the sea, 
was flown to Spain on 
Feb. 1 with its three-man 
crew ■ and half a dozen 
maintenance " specialists. 1 
The Aluminaut, a- much 
larger vessel,‘60 ’ feet in 
length and capable-of long- 
duration dives, also had 
just finished testing to 6,- 
250 feet (a new submarine 
depth record). ’ It was 
placed aboard a navy LSD 
(landing ship dock) which 
.steamed .-tol the*' Mediter
ranean. •
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. - The tiny.lS'-foot' Cubma
rine kas flown to Spain in 
■an'Air Force C-141 freight
er jet: This: vessel,: with' 
.some'three years'of operr 
ating history, was.t'ested to 
900-foot depths but cleared 
for no more than .600-foot 
diving with crewmen 
aboard. It left West Palm 
Beach airport on Feb. 11 
and was operating four 
days later.

Trawlers Hunt 
• While' .this.;Assistance’ 
was enrdufe .the lSTavy was 

^continuing wvo r.k, w 
'trawlers, • with 'Hard-Hat 
.divers, and ' with scuba

■ teams -in. relatively ;shal-
■ low close-in, dives. Sonar

was sighting plenty of air
craft metal, and a pattern- 
of this fallout was being 
plotted in accordance with 
the findings.
■ By the time the subma
rines arrived, Adm. Guest 
and, his staff had laid out 
the areas of probability in
to 1,000-yard squares. 
'Each sub was given sec- 

. tions appropriate to its ca
pabilities and told, to 
search. Alvin had minor 
troubles and did not get to 
work until Feb. 14. Alu- 
minaut also was delayed 
getting to work, so that all 
three began their searches 
at about the same time.

In shallows of 300 to 500 
feet the Cubmarine crew

■ —Mike Adams, the pilot 
and one of 'his crewmen, 
Jim. Casey or Ernie Rich
ards—could "eye-hall" the 
bottom. Working -with un
derwater radio communi- 

• cations and guided to son- 
. ar reflections noted by Na
vy. , surface '■vessels, .they

: found "tons of metal" al- 
; most immediately. Divers 
t or grapples from the traw- 

lers pulled up most of this.

article cont'd
| and you see inches instead 
| of feet.

in"Searching depths
The same techniques^ a?

» „ . , al continued, "is like goingwere followed by Alumm- int0 the hiIls behillcl Palo_
aut and Alvin crews. The 
Aluminaut group was led 
by Chief Pilot Chuck Mor
ris and Art Markel, a Rey
nolds International vice 
president -who was a div
ing crew member. Alvin's

mares (notably . rugged 
mountainous country) on 
a moonless night, and then 
blindfolding one eye.

"Then take a single cell 
flashlight and begin a 
search across 24 square 
miles for a tin can—like a

pilots were William Rain- tin can of food."
nie, an engineer who During this hard month
helped design and build it, of fruitless searching —
M^McCamis, “A™
P. Wilson. They worked m jng (jay anci +be bigger,

longer - batteried Alumin- 
aut down at night—the ad
miral’s navigators were 

j „„„ busy with their maps, were given the deeper / invited
slopes. For safety, they sel- Simon.0rtl2 to co^e to sea

pairs.
Work Deeper Slopes 

Both of these vessels

dom were submerged si- and review his bearingsn fnr U rn^n-A'S f™6 Pas3ed the bupor-
worked for a ^onth tance f h- "huge chute'1 
straight, at least seven 8i hti increased. 
hours a day, seven days a We = ent the dee sub3 
week.,The dives took them fat£) ^ outer ^ hi ,
v M Probability," Adm. Guestlight ceased to penetrate ^ "atl/used ever thing

ViShuTw Simon-Ortiz gave us. Ou? searchlights. Vis* Uty searcheg f

ranged from 150 yards 
near the beach to about 6 . 
feet as they got into the 1 
deepest waters at 3,000 
feet. '

fix and extended
his 

farther

Then, on March 15, the 
bomb, partly entangled in

_ , ^ A its parachute, was sightedPa_tterns_re- by Alvin.Itwas a miIeand
a half to the southeast ofquired the men to float

along 2 or 3 feet off the gimon-Ortiz's fix—more or 
bottom, making a speed of jess on the seaward outer 
T to 14. knots, and looking edge 0f circle of proba- 
alertly for any sign of bmty we had fa 
wreckage or the weapon around' th}s weeks ear. 
itself. Her.”

"Topography under the _■ f m , 
sea here is like the shore- Followed Track 
like an extension of the The Alvin crew was 
shore under water," said'w’orking then with, the Na- 
Adm. Guest In describing V3l Research Laboratory's 
the difficulties in the oceanographic research 
search work. "There are ship Mizar. Mizar had spe- 
gullies and canyons with cial sonar gear and a corn- 
branches of each. Ridges puter which acted as a dis- 
go down into the real tance-measuring unit. It 
deeps. There are sheer could take bearings and 
cliffs with a 90-degree an-read distance between it- 
gle. And as they got deep- self and either Alvin or 
er the bottom slopes were Aluminaut. In addition, 
up to 70 degrees. using-surface fixes and the

"You have to stick your C0E1Pu^er’ -'Hzar could tell 
nose right against the hot- exactly where the subma- 
tom to see anything. There I^nes '',vere „any moment 
is thick silt on some sec-a?^ could give steering 
tions and a very slippery directions to take them to 
blue clay on others. The any spot on the bottom, 
silt is just washings off the Alvin's crew, McCamis 
shore and is as fine as wo-anci Wilson, were particu- 
men' face powder. Any budy alert that day and ac- 

_movementjst all stirs it up,jtually sighted the bomb—
and took pictures—by fol
lowing a track they , noted 
on . the bottom. The;

thought the track "migh 
have been left by the bom 
as it tumbled down th 
steep bottom slope"—an 
they were right.

"So they were at ,th 
bomb," Adm. Guest said. 
"The depth was. 2,550 feet. 
Alvin's visibility at the 
moment was S feet, if th 
powdery muck was no 
stirred up. The weapo" 
was sitting on the side of 
gully, more or less in th 
mouth of the gully, wine 
was 20 feet wide.

"There were currents. 
The only way Alvin could 
stay there was to snuggle 
crosswise across the gull- 
mouth and s 
into the mud. It was get
ting night when they 
found the bomb and the; 
wouldn't leave it, although 
Alvin's underwater batte
ries were very low and the 
life support system—the 
air—was limited.

Hover Seven Hours 
| "These men stayed 
! there for seven hours—un
til we could bring along 
everything we had on the 
surface and until we could 
get the Aluminaut down to 
them."

That was the following 
morning. Mizar could see 
and hear the soecial exter
nal transponder unit on 
Alvin. Using this and an
other one on Aluminaut, 
the Mizar -crew directed 
the bigger Aluminaut 
straight to the rendezvous 
—the first that ever oc
curred between manned 
vessels at such a depth.

"We were sliding down, 
following vectors for steer
ing given us by Mizar," 
said Art Markel of the AIu- 
•minaut's approach. "Visi
bility with our own lights 
was only about 10 yards- 
there. was so much reflec
tive material.in the water. 
So we shut them off.

Shut Off Lights
"But when we shut off 

our own lights we could 
see farther. I'll never for
get that huge blue star of 
light — the Alvin — which 
we finally saw from 125 to 
150 yards away."

Aluminaut settled down 
25 yards from Alvin for its 
own "bomb baby-sitting 
period of 24 hours, while 
the fleet staff above 
opened the next phase of 
the campaign — the rais
ing.
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attached. After the Alvin
■ T^rg^t drama oc- Mechanical Claws 
Icurred during the recove- Tt t •Iry phase. Under the circumstan-

This was the evaluation, ces’ Adm. Guest stated, it 
[the parachute from ,

the weapon ^ involved a "Now we knew that wetl
®nefteL nylon wil1 cut Iike blltter if|

a sharp edge is put against I

Ineath the weapon. IW 
the Alvin and the Alum;.. 

| aut have "mechanic. 
claws" or strong artific;.

( arms extendable 10 to j 
feet from their hulls. ;■ 
this case, however, ;; 
Aluminaut's claw was 
rigged, so the Alvin had ;

| undertake the next stor.

had cleared most of the 
chute, the crew attempted 
to entangle grappling 
hooks of these 300-foot 

was imperative to clear lengths in chute shrouds, 
the parachute from be- The Alvin was working in 
neath the weapon. Both! pitch black conditions 
the Alvin and the Alumin-i with swirling silt obscur-
a u t have "mechanical 
claws" or strong artificial 
arms extendable 10 to 20 
feet from their hulls. In 
this case, however, the 
Aluminaut's claw was not 
rigged, so the Alvin had to

ing all vision. Movement 
was restricted to one knot, 
practically a . standstill,
and although the claw is 
maneuverable the entan
gling processes were un
certain.

"Furthermore," Adm. 
Guest said, "the bottom 
currents and the Alvin's

These involved clan-.-.-,. llndertake the next steps, 
ing the claw grip on a sec- » ^'bcse . *nvo'ved clamp- 

i tion of parachute ana ‘n“ ,c aw 8rIP on a scc*
slowly drawing the cloth ^J011 , Pai'achute and

JtbniiPhFTh« ,i • . slowly drawing the cloth. .hnvebe^ ^f/ h ",lght The intent was to pull the screw were causing the 
as it 10 b°I? chute out and lay't along parachute to billow. It was
steen hnttn , ? h{ the ocean floor. This was
ao?„ber,’h op*^ncta"rf bTa,us,e s’

° equal strain had to be
i v i n were at the maintained on each of the 

Adni- Guest said, shrouds; the weight of the 
ibe depth was 2,550 feet.bomb, plus the pull of the 

Alvins visibility at theremainder of the para- 
! monient was S feet, if the chute against the water 
powdery muck was not might break the shroud- 
stirred -up. The weapon lines. '

"From., the 15th' to 
moiit’b n'r n' a m (.^Q March 24 we Worked the

% t ■glUlly' which crews to the limit of the
f(;cl wlfle- endurance of the submer-

sibles," the admiral said.

essential not to get the 
claw, entangled in the 
lines. If that happened we 
could jettison it—but none 
of the other *IJI
^rigged for similar 
tions.

Of-’f**

It and we had been trying] 
to avoid this. But it hap
pened."

For the next nine days] 
—until April 2—the bomb! 
remained hidden. With] 
the Mizar holding its exact] 
position overhead the Alu-j 
minaut and the Alvin] 
went back to their "inch- 
by-inch-peering," gradual-! 
ly working down to. 3,000-1 
foot depths," said Adm.] 
Guest. They followed] 
search patterns very care
fully controlled by the sur-| 
face vessels and an exact I 
record of those paths was | 
kept.

6-Foot Miss
Afterward when the ] 

bomb was found the se
cond time, it. was deter
mined that both the AIu- [ 
minaut and the Alvin had 
each passed within 6 feet 
of the weapon on two dif
ferent occasions but had 
not Seen it.

,"So I felt finally we Vu>4 
i to make the decision: tv e

'There
tv \v.\

're ruiTcni
•• Alvin con hi 

in ; nmu:li‘

; "This in itself points to 
the difficulty of the 
search," the admiral re- 

had to try to lift, even ported, 
though only one line was Alvin's pilots on the se- 
attached securely. . ThisCOnd sighting were Wil- 
was plenty strong enough,haK! (Rainnie and McCa-

Part of this involved the 
Alvin's seizure in its claw 
of a 3,500-foot braided five- 
eighths inch. nylon line 
with a heavy anchor and

of Adm. Guest, who.com- 
I mahded the naval salvage
I team that finally brought descending to the bottom. 
1 the nuclear weapon to the 
surface. He said of it: "I'd

Each descent and each 
emergence ol the subs re- 

r „ , , . quired one hour each way.
SffSCSSLZSKT ™ "“j S'little 50-pound-thrust elec

tric engine took twice as
I this. The suspense was ter 
I rific."

Around the Mizar gath- 
lered the IS other surface 
vessels of TF-65, with all 
the special lifting gear, 

I lines, underwater lighting, 
] and television that had 
I been brought to bear.

Television and under- 
I water photos of the bomb 
showed it to be resting on 
folds of its parachute. The 
bomb itself, stainless steel 

I encased and about ,10 feet 
long by 4 feet in diameter, 
is perfectly smooth and 

[has nothing to which ca- 
| hies can be coupled. It had
I been determined that the 
[best method for lifting 
would be to place grapples 
in the parachute shrouds 

| which were amply strong 
to bear the load, if tender
ly treated.

Once on the bottom 
the Alvin's claw, holding 
the anchor, was spun like 
a drill (it has 360-degree 
rotation) to "firmly plant a 
connection from the sur
face to the bomb zone."

Beacon Rigged 
Forty feet above the an

chor on this line the Navy sembly' disappeared 
had rigged a "spider-like" down the slope.

.■ssss'.sjsa:! <*»»• ,
sea light which could be ] "We decided later, 
triggered by a signal from Adm. Guest said, "that the 
the subs. This not only lift line had either snagged 
linked the surface ships to itself on the grapple, the 
the bomb's site, but also anchor, or on a granite 
formed a beacon upon ledge above the bomb. We 
which the submarines later found this ledge bro- 
"homed" as they worked ken off and fallen away. 
day and night.

The first plan for lifting

Th& braided nylon, a! mis. Jbey found the wea- 
though only five-eighths ,ard ^own a "giass-sfick | 
diameter, had a breakingcl sl of 35 degrees"! 
strength of 20,800^ had ,one 300 feet
pounds. ...deeper. Fortunately the

The lifting began, with directjon 0f moVement had
winches on the subma me been we3twarcL Had it 
rescue ship, the been southeast, the subma-
takmg the strain The riners reportedi it couid I

though this is a moment of P* 1^ ^A0, Aater we 1 Ver 
severest strain—and the
glow haul was initiated.

Just at this point—with 
the bomb only a few -feet 
off. the bottom—the nylon 
cable parted. The heavy 
bomb case tumbled down, 
the chute filling md bal
looning under the water 
movements. The whole as- 

oii

4,000 feet deep.
The second sighting I 

showed only the bomb [ 
chute, the weapon itself! 
being invisible. Possibly it 
was beneath the canopy; 
possibly it had broken | 
clear of the cloth altogeth
er. Once more the Alumin- ] 
aut resumed its "baby-s-it- 
ting."

Flagship Conference
Conferences in the flag

ship, now the missile cruis
er Albany, resulted in the I 
decision to place an elec-| 
tronic marker, a sonar] 
transponder, on the chute] 
itself. Also It was decided] 
to ,try to use an unmanned I 
but surface-controlled] 
grappling device the Navy
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usually assigned to torpe
do recovery. This- was 
CURV—Controlled Under
water Recovery Vehicle. 
Several CURVs had been 
flown to the scene.

Adrru Guest said of this: 
"CURV ordinarily is not 
used in these depths. In 
the United States, only the 
day before it was shipped 
out to us, CURV was modi
fied with a 500-foot exten
sion of its holding cable 
and the electrical coaxial 
control cable. This had 

| been tailored for our ear
lier depth, 2,550 feet; the 

[ lowering line was only 2,- 
800 feet long, the coaxial. 
cable 3,100 feet. .. j

Alvin Sent Down .
"The tumble had put the 

bomb at the limit of 
CURVs -lowering line, 
even the newly tailored 
line, which had been test-, 
ed only once anyhow. In 

i the emergency we elimin
ated the lowering line, de-' 

I pending on the coaxial ca- 
| ble for control and lift."

On April 5, CURV was 
I lowered from the Petrel,
[ maneuvered by directions 
from the Mizar, until a foot 
or two above the chute in 
the new bottom position. 
CURV lowered a hooked

tangled in the chute. For 
three hours all means 
ww# tried to free it, but 
tiVfl finally was halted.

Just before 6 a.m. the 
Alvin was sent down to ob

'Circuit Tent
“It. looked like a circus . 

tent falling on us in slow s^rve from a distance and 
motion," they said later, at 7 a.m., "We took a 

The p i 1 o t, Wilson, had strairl on the t^o lines to 
reversed engines as soon the weapon plus the third
as the canopy became visa- CURV, ^and began the re- 
ble but, as in any sea ve- "
hide, it continued on 
ahead into the cloth itself.
Then, forward momentum 
lost, 'it started to back out 
but the vast “tent" was be

ing the air impact of colli
sion and breakup of the 
bomber, a 37,000-foot, des
cent, a plunge into the sea, 
and two bumps on the bot
tom with only a few dents 
in the outside case, which 
we call the coffin," Adm. 
Guest said.
. "It was just that the 

weaponeers dismantled it 
completely; it ceased to be 
a weapon at all. It was just 
a jumble of components

hind.'
"If they had become en

tangled in that cloth we 
might have lost them and

"First bench-mark In 
this is the lift off the bot
tom," the admiral said. "It(there on the deck." 
is critical if anything is Ad iral p 
caught. But we didnt
know, when it came clear'. 5^evi5wlrio ^e_0Peration
-it was so smooth and un-Guest said: "I can't

eventful."
their vehicle," Adm. Guest ve^slow^reSfrl^aSIn^frillan'^nm'blin^v 
said later. "It was a t™,,,. anr, ■ t„a 1 civilians not blindly

say enough for the crews 
. of the submarines, particu-'1 j taKen larOtr flio liTT.Mr* T’llArr

said later. "It was 
moment of extreme ha
zard. Fortunately the pilot 
made a right decision, put 
throttles full ahead, and 
made a right turn. It took 
the Alvin out from under 
the closing tunnel of cloth 
and brought it into the 
clear."

Bomb Visible 
An hour later the Alvin, 

still on the bottom, report
ed the bomb was visible, 
'still attached to the chute 
'shroudlines. Also it report- 
ied the bomb was no longer 
settled; it. was moving, ve-

hour and 30 minutes toobevi military orders_ 
bring the bomb and chute not- p“ople in\nifom; 
assembly to within 100 th ^ motivated 
feeto the surface By that the desire.to get the jo£ 
time the Alvin and Navydone for thefr J

h ,whlJeThey were doJnS
the 1 ft had -been madeth did for the°United 
from the apex of the chute gta)-es «
—permitting it to remain

More than 100 divesliks 3 closed 
and reducing the drag—were_rnacte by all the sub- 
the bomb itself was not?:iers.1j es V1and three 
hanging from the shrouds. a|! previous re-
Instead it was caught inHHf^3 
the lower third of the dl\rea i0*
chute canopy. All lift on^3 ^ .7"T° J1}
the line was halted at 8:20 ftS . ovfest !evel being 
a4m- 3,000 feet. Average length

of dives was 6.5 hours; the 
Belts for Bomb longest was 11 hours.

Divers then, put a series The Aluminaut

I was raised to the surface,
and a sharp jerk was giv
en the parachute to try to 
spread it enough to be 
sure that the bomb was 
still attached. After an 
hour or two the Alvin was 

[ sent down to inspect.
Best visibility reported 

I by the Alvin and the Alu
minaut, had been 30 feet at 
the new slope but the bot- 

I tom was roiled tremdously
J by the earlier tugging. The 
I Alvin moved down cau- 
I tiously, slowing; to less 
I than one knot speed as it 
| neared the cloud of silt.

The crew moved in, feel- 
J ing its way, still under 
I steering directions from 
| Mizar. Suddenly, as they 

said later, they found the 
nose of their craft, the 
prow being less than 8 feet 
from the vision port, pok- 

I ing into the huge almost 
I vertical parachute, still bil- 
| lowing and slowly settling 

back to the bottom.

;ry very slowly,' but sliding 
;bti that "glassy slope." No _____ __ ^
time could be lost in mak- 0f metai belts* with steeldmvn 270 hours, made 33 
ing another raising at-attachment links, aroimd dives, the longest being 24 
tempt. the belly of the bomb hours continuously. It had

Meanwhile CURV had while it remained at the a crew of eight, and also 
brought down a second 100-foot level. went to 3,000 feet. The
line from the surface, The final lift was by a shallower Perry Cubma- 
;again the braided nylon, series of steel cables, and !'ine made more than 45 
and attached it to the cano- the bomb was swung over dives, averaging 300-feet, 
py. the Petrel's side and gent-and was submerged for

"I was worried by thely laid into a strong wood-just over 200 hours during 
•continuing slow move- en cradle, long ago pre- a 50-day operating period, 
;inerit of the bomb, but we pared for it, about 8:5C;a remarkable record.
;had been working steadily a.m. Immediately Atomic 
;for 30 houfs, .the crews of Energy and Air Force 
-the subs arid the ships teams went to work to dis- 
were exhausted," Adm. mantle the weapon. Its se- 
Guest recalled. "The rial number identified it as 
weather was bad with 22-the lost bomb.

■Jmot winds. So I shut down "This was not a question 
operations at nightfall of °f disarming it; it had nev- 
April 6. It meant weer had its trigger set, as 
couldn't try to lift until the may be seen by its surviv- 
morSing of the 7th." ““

About 2 a.m. of April 7,
CURV was sent down with 
a third line, the theory be
ing that if more lines were 
used there was less chance 
of another tumble. At 3:15 
a.m. television on CURV 
showed it completely en-


